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Greetings and Gratitude Friends of Africa Fashion Week 
Lowcountry! 

It is with great honor to present to you Africa Fashion 
Week Lowcountry 2016! A beautiful labor of fashion, fun, 
and fellowship! A celebration of community, connection, 
a champion of charity through fashion, art, music, and 
culture! 

AFWLC is an event inspired by African fashion, Lowcountry 
heritage and legacy! 

The mission of Africa Fashion Week Lowcountry is to provide 
the premier cultural experience of fashion, music, art and 
culture in the Lowcountry, which inspires current and future 
generations of the importance of community, connection, 
celebration, and charity. Our vision is to celebrate and 
recognize African cultural influence on the Fashion industry and exclusive to the Lowcountry, while raising awareness and 
charity for local and global causes.
Among the ranks of fashion weeks throughout the region are Columbia Fashion Week, Charleston Fashion Week, and the 
Annual Savannah College of Art and Design Fashion Show! Each show boasts corporate sponsors who recognize the value 
fashion events bring to the Lowcountry region by way of marketing and tourism, which impact our economy! Africa Fashion 
Week Lowcountry also benefits the community through supporting our Charity of Choice!

This year’s theme: “Crown and Glory” is named in honor of the rich legacy and lineage of African heritage expressed around 
the globe through fashion, arts, music, and culture. Our CROWNS, whether it be our natural hair or headdress is a signature 
of our GLORY! This year we express the wearing of crowns to honor our glory in a special presentation “The Walk of Crowns” 
as part of this year’s runway show!

I personally invite you to experience AFWLC! 

Be part of AFWLC 2016 as a sponsor, patron, and friend of Africa Fashion Week Lowcountry!

In gratitude!

Donellia L. Chives
Founder/Creative Director
Africa Fashion Week Lowcountry

Letter From the Visionary
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Official AFWLC Sponsorship Levels
Africa Fashion Week is a fiscally-sponsored 501(c)3 tax exempt organization.

Title Sponsor-$15,000
Company logo on ALL promotional materials, Title Sponsor recognition, 2 full page ads on OFFICIAL

AFWLC program, 6 complimentary AFWLC VIP PassPort tickets, large logo coverage on OFFICIAL AFWLC
Purple Carpet Step & Go Backdrop, Social Media advertisement, advertisement in Press/Media Kit,

complimentary advertisement and promotion table for ALL AFWLC events, OFFICIAL press release and
special acknowledgement at opening and commencement of AFWLC, complimentary membership to

AFWLC

Premiere Sponsor-$10,000
Company logo on ALL promotional materials, Premiere Sponsor recognition, full page ad on OFFICIAL

AFWLC program, 4 complimentary AFWLC VIP PassPort tickets, large logo coverage on OFFICIAL AFWLC
Purple Carpet Step & Go Backdrop, Social Media advertisement, advertisement in Press/Media Kit,

complimentary advertisement and promotion table for ALL AFWLC events, OFFICIAL press release and
special acknowledgement at opening and commencement of AFWLC, complimentary membership to

AFWLC

Presenting Sponsor-$5,000
Company logo on ALL promotional materials, Presenter Sponsor recognition, half page ad on OFFICAL

AFWLC program, 2 complimentary AFWLC VIP PassPort tickets, 1 AFWLC VIP Fashion Show ticket, logo
coverage on OFFICIAL AFWLC Purple Carpet Step & Go Backdrop, Social Media advertisement,

advertisement in Press/Media Kit, , OFFICIAL press release and special acknowledgement at AFWLC
opening reception, complimentary membership to AFWLC

Platinum Sponsor-$3,000
Company logo on all event fliers, Platinum Sponsor recognition, half page ad on OFFICAL AFWLC

program, 2 complimentary AFWLC VIP PassPort tickets, logo coverage on OFFICIAL AFWLC Purple Carpet
Step & Go Backdrop, Social Media advertisement, advertisement in Press/Media Kit, complimentary

membership to AFWLC

Gold Sponsor-$1,500
Company logo on event fliers, Gold Sponsor recognition, ¼ page ad on OFFICAL AFWLC program, 1

complimentary AFWLC VIP PassPort ticket, Social Media advertisement, advertisement in Press/Media
Kit, complimentary membership to AFWLC

Silver Sponsor-$750
Company logo on event fliers, Silver Sponsor recognition, business card ad on OFFICAL AFWLC program, 2

complimentary VIP AFWLC Fashion show tickets, Social Media advertisement, advertisement in
Press/Media Kit, complimentary membership to AFWLC

Bronze-$500
Company logo on event fliers, Bronze Sponsor recognition, business card ad on OFFICAL AFWLC program,

1 complimentary AFWLC VIP Fashion show ticket, Social Media advertisement, advertisement in
Press/Media Kit, complimentary membership to AFWLC

Friends of AFWLC RoyalTea (contributions less than $500)
Recognition on event fliers, advertisement in AFWLC Press/Media Kit, listed on AFWLC RoyalTea page for

service and contributions
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Lowcountry is to provide the premiere 
cultural experience of fashion, music, art 
and culture in the Lowcountry.
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cultural event celebrated in major cities 
and countries across the globe. Africa 
Fashion Week Lowcountry represents the 
African Diaspora through fashion, art, 
music, and culture.
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The community gave huge support for Africa Fashion 
Week in 2015. See who were our biggest supporters and 
how you can help in 2016.

The impetus behind AFWLC lies in 
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Africa Fashion
Week LowCountry
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It takes a great team to put together such a grand 
event. Meet the people behind the curtain and 
learn how the event came together.
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A collection of images from AFWLC 2015.

Our LowCountry
AFWLC brings a social and economic 
opportunity for the Lowcountry as an 
annual event for locals, national and 
international tourists.
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Africa Fashion Week Lowcountry 2016 will be 
7 days and 7 nights of events and interactive 
activities throughout the Lowcountry.

stay in touch
Stay in style, in touch, and in step with Africa 
Fashion Week Lowcountry! 

Ngome couture
Ngome is a lifestyle company inspired by fashion, food, 
indigenous cultures, inspiring people and ideas, travel, 
and much more!

AFWLc 2015
Africa Fashion Week Lowcountry premiered August 
24-28, 2015. The collective effort and work of African 
Fashion Week Lowcountry 2015 is unforgettable! 
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Africa Fashion Week is an international cultural event 
celebrated in major cities and countries across the globe. 
Africa Fashion Week Lowcountry (AFWLC) represents 
the African Diaspora through fashion, art, music, and 
culture. It is a cultural event celebrated across Lowcountry 
communities showcasing works and talents of African and 
African inspired designers, artists, creatives, and cultural 
enthusiasts.  AFWLC puts forth the undeniable influence of 
African fashion and culture on the world’s runway. AFWLC 
is the premiere fashion, entertainment, and cultural event 
of the year on the beautiful South Carolina and Georgia 
coasts! “A distinct and 
unique celebration 
connecting cultural 
roots, community, 
and charity”.  -- 
 Founder, Donellia L. 
Chives

Africa Fashion Week 
Lowcountry is an 
event presented by 
Ngome, Inc. Ngome, 
Inc. is a non-
profit organization 
dedicated to 
empowering, educating, and encouraging cultural exchange 
and enterprise. This is done through programs, events, 
and initiatives which inspire current and future generations 
to become agents of change for their local and global 
communities. AFWLC was conceived by the visionary work 
of founder, Donellia Chives -- owner of Ngome LLC and 
Ngome, Inc. -- in collaboration with a dedicated team of 
individuals.

The impetus behind AFWLC lies in community, 
connection, and charity. AFWLC celebrates the unique 
shared history and culture between Africa and the Sea Island 
coasts. Fashion and textiles were carried over from Africa by 
enslaved Africans, along with the art forms of Batiking and 
indigo dyeing, and wearing long colorful maxi skirts adorned 

What Is afwlc
Africa Fashion Week Lowcountry

in fabulous and functional headdresses. Fashion merges with 
art in the works of native Lowcountry artists such as Jonathan 
Green, Diane Britton Dunham, Natalie Daise, and Lillie 
Simpson to name a few.

Prestigious art and design institutions such as Savannah 
College of Art and Design (SCAD) and Charleston College 
of Art call the Lowcountry home. They boast names such as 
SCAD trustee and Vogue Contributing Editor Andre Leon 
Talley. Talley has served as a mentor for SCAD fashion students 
for more than a decade. Talley began his career assisting 

Diana Vreeland at 
the Metropolitan 
Museum of Art 
Costume Institute 
and later wrote for 
Interview Magazine 
and Women’s Wear 
Daily, all before 
joining Vogue in 
1983. Among the 
ranks of fashion weeks 
throughout the region 
are Columbia Fashion 
Week, Charleston 
Fashion Week, and 

the annual Savannah College of Art and Design Fashion Show. 
Each show boasts corporate sponsors who recognize the value 
fashion brings to the Lowcountry region.

The modern connection to African fashion is nothing new, 
however the resurgence of African and African inspired textiles 
and design are, now more than ever, experiencing growth in 
both local business and luxury marketplaces. Striking colors, 
vibrant hues, innovative pattern design, indigo, and various 
textiles such as Ankara (wax prints), Kente, and Chitenje, 
have created a long-lasting love affair with traditional and 
contemporary African fashion styles. 

Africa Fashion Week Lowcountry chooses to educate and 
empower communities through connection and charity, using 

the premiere 
fashion, 

entertainment, 
and cultural event

The mission of Africa Fashion Week Lowcountry 
is to provide the premiere cultural experience 
of fashion, music, art and culture in the 
Lowcountry. We aim to inform current and 
future generations about the importance of 
community, connection, celebration, and charity.

Our vision is to celebrate and recognize African 
cultural influence on the Fashion industry and 
that exclusive to the Lowcountry. We do so while 
raising awareness and charity for local and global 
causes. A portion of proceeds from events of 
Africa Fashion Week Lowcountry will benefit 
the AFWLC Charities of Choice. AFWLC uses 
fashion as a catalyst for social and global change.

Our Mission

AFWLC as a platform for local and global non-
profits who need awareness and resources to 
impact lives and inspire involvement. This year 
Africa Fashion Week Lowcountry will present the 
Charity of Choice Awards to two organizations 
-- one local and one global organization which 
impact lives through educational support, 
mentorship, entrepreneurship, and/or the 
arts. We are excited to give back to our local and 
global communities through funds raised by 
Africa Fashion Week Lowcountry! A portion of 
proceeds from events of Africa Fashion Week 
Lowcountry will benefit the AFWLC Charity of 
Choice recipients. This year’s featured fundraiser 
will be a silent auction held on the opening night 
of Africa Fashion Week Lowcountry 2016! The 
AFWLC Charity of Choice Award recipients 
will be announced and awarded at our AFWLC 
Honors Brunch on Sunday August 28, 2016!
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our low country
What We Bring To The Low Country
The Lowcountry is a geographic and cultural region along 
the South Carolina and Southern Georgia coastlines, also 
including the Sea Islands. Originally known for it’s slave 
based agricultural wealth in rice and indigo that flourished in 
the hot subtropical climate. The Lowcountry today is famous 
for its historic cities and communities, natural beauty, 
cultural heritage, and tourism industry. The region’s culture 
has Southern, European, African, Caribbean, and Native 
American roots. Among the most notable are the Gullah 
influences on St. Helena Island and the early European 
settlements near Beaufort and Port Royal.

The lush landscape and subtropical climate of the Lowcountry 
coastline only enhances the sense of mystery enveloping 
some of it’s inhabitants -- people who owe, in some ways, 
as much to Africa as to America. The region’s physical and 
cultural remoteness helps to preserve the venerable ways of its 
African-American inhabitants. 

Fashion, music, arts and culture are creative industries which 
capture the heart and spirit of all people. The Lowcountry 
embraces it’s African cultural roots unapologetically, 
therefore bringing the undeniable influence of African 
culture to the natives. The Gullah Geechee culture is 
celebrated the world over and continues to garner mass 
appeal. AFWLC continues the cultural legacy indicative of 
the Lowcountry by fusing African inspired fashion designs 
and textiles and bringing them straight to the runway! It is a 
premiere event -- the first of its kind -- showcasing the rich 
artistry, heritage, and fashion of the African Diaspora.

AFWLC means a social and economic opportunity for the 
Lowcountry. It is an annual event for locals, national, and 
international tourists. It provides recognition 
of Africa and 

the Lowcountry as formidable forces in the production, 
creation, marketing and promotion of an emerging African 
and African inspired fashion industry. AFWLC allows for 
investment in a community of artists of the African Diaspora 
who will inspire current and future generations in the creative 
movement of economic and social enterprising. It is a cultural 
platform for designers, artists, and creatives to showcase 
their works and talents. The event also brings education, 
empowerment, and engagement in cultural enterprise to the 
Lowcountry. Africa Fashion Week Lowcountry is a program 
by which charitable organizations can educate, empower, and 
engage both our local and global communities.

AFWLC has gained recognition as a creative oasis and 
outlet for creative artists of the African Diaspora. It displays 
a distinct cultural connection between the Sea Island 
Lowcountry and African fashion and textiles. The event 
makes way for economic investment and partnerships for a 
burgeoning African inspired fashion industry, also bringing 
economic investment in the Lowcountry for tourism, business 
development, and real estate. It expands the industry’s focus 
on the creative arts, beauty, retail and native artists; inspiring 
education and entertainment which speaks to the spirit and    
hearts of the Lowcountry community and beyond. AFWLC 
offers exposure to the broader community of the historic, 
economic, and natural resources indigenous to the luxurious 
Lowcountry life and  style. As previously mentioned, the 
event raises charitable funds for local and global programs 
which educate, empower, and grow communities. One of 
the goals of AFWLC is to increase healing and inspiration 
in Lowcountry and African communities, and most 
importantly, to provide a 

means by which artists, creatives, and enthusiasts can showcase their works and 
new artists can develop professionally.

Africa Fashion Week Lowcountry brings a mission of social and global change 
by way of charity. We connect, celebrate, and continue the legacy of our 
ancestors, pioneers, change, and take makers. Africa Fashion Week Lowcountry 
celebrates the African fashion industry while honoring the rich cultural 
heritage shared between Africa and the Sea Island coasts. 

Tourism in the South
Have you heard the news? Southern Living Magazine recognized Beaufort 
as “A Small Town We Love”. With its historic downtown district and unique 
Lowcountry feel, Beaufort was the lead feature in the story! Beaufort was also 
featured in “America’s Best Small Towns”, chosen for its savory Lowcountry 
food, historic lodging, outdoor activities, and many of its other cultural 
offerings. In 2013 Beaufort, SC ranked #1 as “America’s Happiest Seaside 
Towns” by readers of Coastal Living Magazine. The history of Beaufort is 
a mosaic of many people who have labored, loved, and lived together over 
the centuries to create today’s colorful tableau. It is a coastal city blessed 
with wonderful Bed & Breakfasts and excellent restaurants. The city and the 
surrounding Sea Islands have a rich African-American heritage. Come and 
learn about the Gullah culture or the Penn Center, the first school built for 
former slaves. Beaufort is also known for it’s outstanding golf courses, beaches, 
and outdoor adventures.

Attractive to business and industry, the state of South Carolina offers one 
of the lowest state and per capita tax rates in the US. The Beaufort Region is 
strategically located between the port cities of Savannah and Charleston and 
boasts excellent infrastructure, positive business climate, natural beauty, 
temperate climate, and an unparalleled quality of life.

A recent study from Demographics Now finds that about 2,600 businesses 
fall within a 30 mile radius of downtown Beaufort. These 
businesses collectively employ about 

24,000 people. The average number 
of employees in a business is 9. More 
than 90 percent employ less than 100 
people. The study further outlined the 
types of businesses here. Service/ sector 
industries, which includes hospitals and 
hotels, employ about 8,500 people.  
Retail, which includes restaurants,  is 
the next largest category employing 
about 6,300. Tourism continues to be 
one of the pillars of our local economy, 
generating $1.1 billion dollars in 
economic impact each year.

The Lowcountry’s African-American past 
is being preserved and local guides offer 
special tours to share insights into the 
Gullah heritage. At Penn Center on St. 
Helena Island, you can immerse yourself in 
Gullah culture, language and folk arts. Penn 
Center was founded in 1862 by Northern 
missionaries as the first school for former 
slaves. It is now a National Historic District. 
The Center’s York W. Bailey Cultural 
Center welcomes our visitors.

The Lowcountry encompasses several coastal 
islands and towns along the SC and Georgia 
Coast including: Beaufort, Port Royal, 
Parris Island, Sea Islands, Colleton County, 
Walterboro, Daufuskie Island, Edisto 
Beach, Hampton County, Hilton Head 
Island, Jasper County, Okatie, Bluffton, 
Charletson, and Savannah, just to name a 
few.
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donellia chives
Visionary, African-inspired designer/stylist, Creative 
Director of Ngome, LLC., lifestyle curator, and 
agent of transformation.  A native of  Beaufort SC 
(a come ya’) Donellia Chives earned a degree in 
Fashion Design in the late 90’s and has worked for 
boutiques, designers, and high-end retailers such 
as Saks and Nordstroms. Her passion for fashion is 
rooted in authentically of connecting with others and 
inspiring them to holistically be their best selves, both 
inside and out. Her own personal transformation 
is a testament. In 2006, she gave up on the fashion 
industry, frustrated with working retail and a 
declining economy. After earning a degree in Human 
Services from the 1st graduating class at University of 
South Carolina, Bluffton in 2005, she embarked 
upon a career in service. She integrated a passion for 
service and fashion through her company Ngome, 
LLC, which is a lifestyle brand (Ngome Couture, 
Ngome Wellness Institute, Ngome, Inc.) dedicated to 
living an empowered and healthy life in color and in 
style. Creating various events, programs, publications, 
and initiatives including the collective work and effort 
known as Africa Fashion Week Lowcountry. Several 
years in the making, several journeys on the path, and 
Ngome, LLC is a business headed for international 
acclaim.

Donellia draws inspiration from the local and global 
communities. Inspired by the natural landscape of her 
hometown of Beaufort and it’s vast cultural and natural 
resources, the Spanish moss-laden trees, coastal waters,  

and historic sites such as Penn Center. Growing up, 
she participated in the Penn School Era Fashion Show, 
which is part of the annual Heritage Days festival. She 
continues supporting the show, now a play, by assisting 
the Director, Ms. Sarah Green, in grooming youth 
participants to embrace the era and style of those before 
them. 

From Africa, she gains inspiration from the textile 
industry, African designers, artists, and entrepreneurs 
such as the infamous Nana Benz of Togo. Among her 
other inspirations are women pioneers who dominated 
the wax print textiles, and international Nigerian artist 
Nike Davies-Okundaye, who is the creative master behind 
the Nike Arts Gallery in Lagos, Nigeria.

behind   the curtain
living life in color through 

personal truth, holistic 
wellness, healing, and 

doing so with style
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The Team
Africa Fashion Week Lowcountry is a collective effort 
of multi-talented individuals. We are made whole 
by friends of Africa Fashion Week Lowcountry, 
Advisory Council Members, our Brand Team and 
Glam Team, volunteers, interns, models, vendors, 
designers, and our sponsors! Each year the AFWLC 
team invites and encourages the talent of both local 
and international participants to curate the best 
event year after year. A huge thank you to each and 
every one of you who has contributed to AFWLC --  
past, present, and future!

AFWLC Creative Director
Donellia Chives

AFWLC Advisory 
  Council & Ambassadors

Pamela J. Booker
L.C. Chives Jr.

Adwua Mouton
Najmah Thomas

Veronica Miller
Leslie Roldan

Kondi Sibande
Patt Gunn

Ivy Nesbitt
Stephanie Finn

** Sharmaine Sturdivant
    Brand Ambassador

AFWLC Operations Specialist
Ivy Nesbitt

AFWLC Brand, Media & Marketing Team
Kendra Abrams

Sophie Barnett
Brianne Codner

Lauren Scott
Stanisha Stroman

Kareem Nesbitt

Glam Team
Phlicia Cook

Lisa Scott
Antionette Reneea

Courtney Gray

Models, Vendors, Volunteers

Branding & Marketing

Ever since she was three, her parents have encouraged her to 
expand her talent in art. She comes from a military family so 
she moved around a lot. She believes this helped to enhance her 
artistic knowledge and experience, and fostered her love for the 
arts. Her family was a huge support for me when I went to SCAD. 
While in her four years there, She majored in sequential art, with 
a minor in storyboarding. Now she is working on commissioned 
projects and freelance opportunities.

www.lboogie15.tumblr.com

She is fulfilling her destiny with a degree in Graphic Design from 
the Savannah College of Art and Design. As you’ll see in her 
portfolio of work, her life experiences have influenced the look 
and emotional impact of each product. Each design project is 
multi-layered in complexity as well, yet allows the viewer to easily 
understand the message conveyed.  Needless to say, She’s ready 
and eager for the nameplate on her new office desk to proudly 
read “Brianne M. Codner, Graphic Designer.”

www.brianne-codner.com
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Ngome, Inc. is a non-profit organization dedicated 
to empowering, educating, and encouraging cultural 
enterprise, exchange, and entrepreneurship. This is done 
through programs, events, and initiatives which inspire 
current and future generations to become transformation 
agents of change for their local and global communities. 
AFWLC was conceived by the visionary work of founder, 
Donellia Chives, owner of Ngome LLC and Ngome, Inc., 
in collaboration with a dedicated team of individuals. Africa 
Fashion Week Lowcountry is an event presented by Ngome, 
Inc.

Pronounced N-go-me, it is an acronym for “Natural Goddess 
of Mother Earth”. A universal movement celebrating the 
feminine essence within all of us. With guidance from 
our united ancestry, we form the tapestry of the human 
family and therefore are connected as all of humanity. In 
discovering our purposes and passion, we find inspiration 
from natural wonderment: nature, colors, people, ideas, 
food, fashion, language, etc. We take in the Diaspora of 
many. Ngome represents the universal consciousness 
expressed and experienced as the art of life and style. Unique, 
unconventional, unforgettable, and unapologetically natural. 
 
Ngome is a lifestyle company inspired by fashion, food, 
indegenious cultures, inspiring people and ideas, travel, 
and much more! It is a small company with a big focus, local 
views, and a global vision and mission. Don’t try to box us 
in! Our company is about energy, good vibes, hard work, 
serious artistry, self-mastery, and making an impact to better 
the world.

We are a collective fusion and partnership of local and 
international artists under Ngome LLC, currently including 
Nigerian artist Oyeniyi Sango, Zambian banana leaf artists, 
Gullah doll artist Genya, and several handcrafted items by 
Ngome Couture, made by Shar and Bella Bjiou. Also included 
is couture fabric jewelry by Eturner Couture.  

ngome inc.
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in the 
media
Africa Fashion Week Lowcountry 
enjoys media coverage throughout the 
Lowcountry and beyond! This year 
AFWLC looks forward to being covered 
in different countries and continuing to 
inspire!

Elated, 
Excited, Empowered

Vimeo
Download the QR Reader app on your phone 
or iPad and view our video from AFWLC 2015!

As great things often do, it all started as a simple idea. Back in April, 
Donellia Chives, Mahoganee Amiger and Cynthia Stewart gathered 
at the partners’ shop, the Ngome Collective Boutique in Beaufort, to 
discuss the concept of a fashion show.

The idea was to plan a creative outlet for the designing women and 
other members of the design collective, housed inside ART-works, at 
2127 Boundary St., in Beaufort Town Center.

“And actually,” Chives said last week with a laugh, “I had thought maybe 
we would all just go to Africa Fashion Week in New York (City).”
Celebrated around the globe, Africa Fashion Week, a brand of its own, 
is one of the leading events of the season. It’s also a must-attend affair 
for anyone in the business, especially for up-and-coming designers 
looking to make their mark. But something funny happened to the 
three along the way. 

Publication: Beaufort Gazette
Author: Mindy Lucas

The event also will 
underscore the unique 

and direct link between Sea Island 
history and culture to African fashion 

and textiles, Chives said. That connection will 
be seen not only in the fashions showcased during the 

week, but in the artistry of several Gullah artists, including 
sweetgrass basket makers, whose designs will be incorporated 
into Friday night’s fashion show culminating the week.

Looking back on that first planning session earlier in the year, 
Chives said the three women came away feeling “elated, excited 
and empowered.”

“Definitely empowering. Because we took a little idea which was 
a fashion show and made it bigger than that,” she said.

Follow reporter Mindy Lucas  at twitter.com/MindyatIPBG.

The 
women began 
brainstorming, 
and within a few hours 
they had hashed out not only 
a single event but an entire fashion 
week of their own. The first of its kind, in 
fact, for Beaufort.

The idea grew, Chives says, because the designers wanted 
something that would be community-oriented. Something 
that would promote ideas such as entrepreneurship, local 
artistry and even health and wellness. “Because when we 
have a sense of community, we have a sense of shared 
responsibility and personal accountability,” Chives said.

The event will also provide a much-needed forum for 
local designers, not only to showcase their talents but 
connect with others in the industry, she said. In addition to 
featuring clothing, jewelry and textiles, the event will include 
presentations on every-thing from “Fashion of The African 
Diaspora” to a panel discussion on nutrition and wellness.
Why nutrition and wellness? “Because I believe you have to 
look good from the inside out as well,” she said.

Other highlights include a jazz show at the Penn Center on 
Wednesday — which will double as a fundraiser for the center 
— a children’s fashion show and a networking mixer. 
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Instagram
Visit us on Instagram and keep up with 
everything AFWLC!

The Island 
News

Africa Fashion Week, which was the brainchild of 
Adiat Disu, began in New York, and has become 
the premiere international event celebrated across 
the globe showcasing African designers, African 
inspired designers, clothing, and textiles which 
connect the undeniable influence of African 
culture on the world’s runway!

Africa Fashion Week of the Lowcountry (AFWLC) 
used its’ New York counterpart as inspiration and 
was presented by Stylistic Cafe & the Ngome 

Publication: The Island News
Author: Finesse

Collective, a clothing line and contemporary Africana Vintage Boutique 
located at ARTworks.

Donellia Chives, Mahoganee Amiger and Cynthia Stewart are the 
driving forces behind African Fashion Week in the Lowcountry. 
Without question it is these three who had the vision and drive to make 
these multiple events such a success. All three creative entrepreneurs 
took their running start with ARTworks in Beaufort. Starting with the 
Ngome Collective Boutique housed at ARTworks, is Mahoganee a music 
artist known for her soulful sounds. Cynthia and Donellia are mothers 
with stylistic ambitions. They huddled and used their wits to create the 
organizational backbone for a week of daily community events taking 
place each evening. During African Fashion Week attendees didn’t 
just see fashionable clothing and beautiful models walking the runway. 
Depending on the event, they heard health and beauty tips, found 
a comfortable atmosphere to enjoy live music in and much more to 
stimulate their sense of fashion, art and Gullah heritage.

The weeklong event began with a Royal Tea at ARTworks. The gallery 
was packed with people who were vibrant and exciting. Select artists, 
including Jan Spencer, and Amiri Farris were in attendance at this and 
other various events during the week.
The skillful Amiri Farris demonstrated his brilliant mind as he showed 
the audience how he creates his art at the SALT Gallery on Tuesday 
night. Hank Herring, owner of SALT, provided a beautiful backdrop 
to enjoy a large collection of artwork in the midst of beautiful, creative 

art-appreciating people.Wednesday, Nina Simone performed 
with Mahoganee and Jan Spencer adding their vocals to the 
mix and all three sang their hearts out in Frissell Hall. This 
was followed on Thursday by a panel of knowledgeable and 
fashionable women teaching the need for early detection 
of breast cancer, what makes for a healthy diet, and 
recommending new and interesting hair and personal care 
products.

The highlight of the week for many was the runway show on 
Friday night featuring Charleston model Alison Salters. This 
Penn Center fundraiser was a fabulous climax to a great week. 

And it all ended with a youth event at ARTworks, where young 
children modeled clothing by CATO. It was clear that right 
here, at the SALT Gallery, ARTworks, and the Penn Center, 
African Fashion Week of the Lowcountry enhanced both old 
and young alike in their love of fashion, textiles, art, music 
and all things Gullah! Thank you everyone. It was a great 
week!

http://www.yourislandnews.com/african-fashion-week-flourishes-in-the-
lowcountry/

Official AFWLC Media Sponsorship Levels

Become an official media sponsor for Africa Fashion Week Lowcountry 2016! 

Why be a media sponsor?

• Opportunity to cover an AMAZING event!
• Opportunity to expose your media brand to a diverse generational and millennial audience!
• Opportunity to cover the premiere cultural and charity driven African Fashion 
 event in the region!
• Opportunity to be recognized at your chosen sponsorship level through social media, website, and events!
• Opportunity to cover an event which has both local and global appeal!
• Interview event organizers and honoree’s
• Africa Fashion Week is a fiscally-sponsored 501(c)3 tax exempt organization.

Title Media Sponsor
Company logo on ALL promotional materials, Title Sponsor recognition, 1 full page ad on OFFICIAL

AFWLC program, 2 complimentary AFWLC VIP PassPort tickets, large logo coverage on OFFICIAL AFWLC
Purple Carpet Step & Go Backdrop, Social Media advertisement, advertisement in Press/Media Kit,

complimentary advertisement and promotion table for ALL AFWLC events, OFFICIAL press release and
special acknowledgement at opening and commencement of AFWLC, complimentary membership to

AFWLC, recognition in AFWLC 2016 Swag Bag 
(must be a RADIO or TELEVISION STATION)

Premiere Media Sponsor
Company logo on ALL promotional materials, Premiere Sponsor recognition, full page ad on OFFICIAL

AFWLC program, 1 complimentary AFWLC VIP PassPort ticket, 
Social Media advertisement

Presenting Media Sponsor
Presenter Sponsor recognition, business card ad on OFFICAL

AFWLC program, Social Media advertisement

Contact:
media@africafashionweeklc.com
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location

The Lowcountry is a geographic and cultural region along 
South Carolina’s coast, including the Sea Islands. Once 
known for its slave based agricultural wealth in 
rice and indigo that flourished in the hot 
subtropical climate, the Lowcountry 
today is known for its historic 
cities and communities, 
natural beauty, cultural 
heritage, and 
tourism.

Africa Fashion Week Lowcountry is held at 
multiple sites throughout the regional area and 
is open to hosting in various cities and countries. 
AFWLC’s first year was held in various locations 
throughout Beaufort, SC.

AFWLC 2016 will hold events in Beaufort, SC; 
Savannah, GA, and Charleston, SC.

Visit the Beaufort Chamber 
of commerce website to 
learn more!

Georgetown is the third oldest city in the U.S. state of South 
Carolina and the county seat of Georgetown County, in the 

Lowcountry. Located on Winyah Bay at the confluence of 
the Black, Great Pee Dee, Waccamaw, and Sampit 

rivers, Georgetown is the second largest 
seaport in South Carolina, handling over 

960,000 tons of materials a year.
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2015 Sponsors

Walmart

Allen Images

ARTworks

Penn Center

Salt Gallery

MJ’s

Gullah Grub

Koils By Nature

Ngome LLC
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Africa Fashion Week 
Lowcountry 2015 is 

unforgettable! 

Africa Fashion Week Lowcountry premiered August 
24-29, 2015 to a welcome reception of community 
support, enthusiasm, and rave reviews. The 
collective effort and work of Africa Fashion Week 
Lowcountry 2015 is unforgettable! 

Last year’s inaugural event served as an inspiration 
to the community and beyond. The spirit and 
energy was nothing short of amazing! AFWLC was 
well received, encouraged, and supported by the 
Lowcountry community. The event was attended 
by over 800 patrons! AFWLC hosted 6 days and 6 
nights of celebration, community, and connection. 
Over 200 guests came from different cities and 
states. AFWLC 2015 featured 3 international 
designers from Ghana, Zambia, and Nigeria in 
the Night of African Fashion Show. We also had 
4 designers hailing from places throughout the 
Lowcountry. 

The event also featured local and international 
artists such as master basket weaver, Ms. Jerry 
Bennet and artist Lilly Simpson. Over 5,000 
supporters connected with Africa Fashion Week 
Lowcountry on social media and we had over 
20 sponsors. Koils by Nature became the first 
corporate sponsor of AFWLC 2015. Owner Pamela 
J. Books is a native of Seabrook, SC. Locations for 
AFWLC 2015 included the historic Penn Center, 
which hosted Vintage Vantage Night with soul 
singer Mahoganee. Salt Gallery and it’s owner Hank 
Herring, hosted Day 2 of AFWLC 2015

AFWLC 2015 hosted 5 authors. Leading From the 
Front author Shaniequa Washington, Unspeakable 
Joy author Leslie Roldan, I am Possible author 
Martha Cooper-Hudson, Love Me Tender Pages 
author Jamilah Shakir, and Nubia’s Guide to Going 
Natural author Orjanette Bryant.

2015 Highlights

AFWLC  2015

AFWLC had the support of an A+ team of ambassadors, interns, 
volunteers, sponsors, and the community which made AFWLC a 
historic success! There were over 10,000+ hours of In-Kind.

The Mayor of Beaufort, Billy Keyserling attended the AFWLC 2015 
opening ceremony.
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lookbook
Africa Fashion Week Lowcountry 2015 featured 3 international 
designers in the Night of African Fashion Show. Serwah 
Korenteg from Ghana, Kondi Sabonde from Zambia, and 
Oyeniyi Shango of Nigeria. We also showcased 4 African-
Inspired designers -- Dejano Bows, Universal Blessings, 
Divinely Made, Shawn Keith, and Ngome Couture, all of 
which hailed from the Lowcountry area.

Designers used prints and accessories as their canvas to portray 
a variety of styles and custom African and African inspired 
looks. The audience wore all-white as the runway became a 
rainbow of extraordinary colors, prints, and cultural palettes.

Fashion
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The arts scene of the Lowcountry and throughout Africa are a 
myriad of beautiful paintings, fabric and textile artistry, and 
excellence in hand crafted works such as including sweet-grass 
baskets, wood-burning, and indigo dyeing. The Lowcountry 
serves as a cultural portal for distinctive artworks produced by 
indigenous natives who learned skills during their sojourn to 
the Sea Island coasts.

Native artists such as Jonathan Green, Diane Britton Dunham, 
Natalie Daise, Ameri Geukka Farris, Johnnie Simmons, and 
Lillie Simpson are cultural artisans whose works enjoy regional, 
national, and international acclaim in their presentation of 
Gullah life inspired by their African roots. Scenes in many 
of their artworks are not only artistic, but fashionable in the 
stylization of colors, textures, and functionality. 

Arts & Culture

lookbook
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The Lowocuntry community is diverse, distinctive, and a 
divine landscape of people, places, and purpose. Our legacy 
lies in the cultural heritage of all people who celebrate through 
various festivals and community events which connect to the 
heart and spirit of residents and visitors alike. The experience 
of Africa Fashion Week Lowcountry invites everyone to join in 
a beautiful celebration of fashion with a purpose. That purpose 
is to bring communities together to connect, celebrate, and 
give charity.

The Lowcountry encompasses several historic coastal islands 
and towns along the SC and Georgia Coast. Each area is 
comprised of resilient and rich peoples who’s history and 
heritage are woven into the fabric of the world’s runway!  

Legacy

lookbook
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Africa Fashion Week Lowcountry 2016 will be 7 days and 7 nights of events and 
interactive activities throughout the Lowcountry. This year will feature the following 
events:

2016 itinerary

                crown &    glory 2016          
AFWLC 2016 Opening Ceremony

Monday August 22, 6-8pm

AFWLC Regal Affair
Live music, Live models, Special Guest, Official Declaration 
of AFWLC Special exhibit Featuring the art of a very special 

Lowcountry artist

AFWLC Day of Royalty
Tuesday August 23

Wear your favorite African or African inspired clothing and 
accessories as we meet up and discuss LIVE on Periscope, 

upload videos to our FB page on your love of African fashion 
and the Lowcountry

AFWLC Night on the Caribbean
Wednesday August 24, 6-8pm

Celebrate the Diaspora with AFWLC at the New Jade Lounge 
over Live music, LIVE models, good vibes, Caribbean tunes, 

and learn about the history, colors, and fashion of the 
Caribbean. 

AFWLC Crown and Glory Day
Thursday August 25

For Kings and Queens of the Royal court! Wear your favorite 
head adornment! Upload your crown and glory on our 
FB and IG pages to be featured! Our AFWLC Stylecope 

(LIVE Periscope) will feature the various crowns around the 
Lowcountry!

AFWLC Night on the Royal Court Fashion Show
“Crown & Glory”

Friday August 26, 7-9pm

This year’s fashion show features the talent of many African 
and African-Inspired designers with a special showcase: “The 
Walk of Crowns”! In Africa, womens headdress is referred to 
as “dhuku” meaning head-tie. The Walk of Crowns features 

master headdresses inspired and styled from different parts of 
Africa, including Geles!

AFWLC Vendor Village 
Saturday August 27, 12-6pm

Vendor village of African and African Inspired crafts, textiles, 
featuring a variety of Lowcountry art

AFWLC Royal Honors Brunch
Sunday August 28, 2017

Honors breakfast recognizing the Kings and Queens of the 
Lowcountry community, special crowning ceremony, awards, 
and presentation of AFWLC 2016 Charity of Choice Award
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Contacts

Stay In Touch

843-732-4352 africafashionweeklc@gmail.com Beaufort, SC

Stay in Style, in touch, and in step with Africa Fashion Week Lowcountry. 
We are online too! Last year we had over 5,000 views on social media 
alone. Interact with us! Upload your favorite styles, inspiration, and ideas 
to Africa Fashion Week Lowcountry!

Get Involved
Sponsors
To become a corporate or local 
sponsor, contact 
donellia @africafashionweeklc.com

PR
For all Public relations, interview 
requests, or media credentials, 
contact 
pr@africafashionweeklc.com

Entertainment
Are you a performer? A DJ? If you would 
like to perform at AFWLC 2016, contact 
entertainment@africafashionweeklc.com

Designers
To showcase a Design or Retail 
Collection on the AFWLC Runway, 
contact 
designers@africafashionweeklc.com

Vendors
If you would like to set up a Vendor 
Booth at any of our events, contact 
vendors@africafashionweeklc.com

SWAG
If you or your organization would 
like to contributer items to the 
SWAG Bags, contact 
swagbags@africafashionweeklc.com

Beauty
To volunteer for the GLAM MUA 
Team, comtact 
beauty@africafashionweeklc.com

Volunteers
If you would like to volunteer for any 
not including our GLAM MUA Team, 
contact 
volunteer@africafashionweeklc.com

Models
Calling all models! If you would 
like to model on our AFWLC 2016 
runway, contcat 
models@africafashionweeklc.com

https://www.facebook.com/africafashionweeklc

https://twitter.com/africafashionweeklc

https://www.instagram.com/africafashionweeklc
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